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ABOUT US

Why Choose Us?

A duly registered Philippine Corporation primarily 
engagedengaged in providing modern high quality 
equipment and pre-fabricated houses for poultry 
and livestock. MFC's partnership with industry 
leaders in the region and our dedicated support to 
customers enables us to become a benchmark of 
quality for providing agricultural products and 
services.

AUTONEST 
SYSTEM

‘’Building farmers’ future through quality prefab houses
and modern equipment for poultry and livestock’’



Chain Feeding
System

Auto nest is the modern equipment to 
automatically collect eggs. Its main function is 
to smoothly transfer the eggs to the egg 
collection table via a conveyor belt, without 
getting them dirty. This reduces labor cost, egg 
broken rate, and provides clean and 
high-quality eggs. This also improves the 
hatching rate. With humanized design, ithatching rate. With humanized design, it 
provides a quiet and comfortable laying 
environment for broiler, breeders and layers. 

Advantages of Automatic Nest:

● Big unit space, capable of accommodating 4 
- 5.5 birds at the same time (8-10 birds at 
peak period).

● The bottom of nest feels soft and 
comfortable, and the nest has a good 
ventilation design.

●● The front red cloth attracts the birds to come 
laying, and keep the nest isolated from outer 
environment at the same time.

●Reducing egg broken rate and improving 
hatch ability

●Needle-like padding keeps the egg from 
being polluted or damaged.

●The conveyor belt is with square holes,●The conveyor belt is with square holes, 
which keeps the eggs stably transferred and 
avoid birds pecking.

Advantages of Chain Feeding System:

●Fast feeding rate, high automation degree, 
visually appealing design and easy 
maintenance.

●Lifting feeding mode: the heights of the feed●Lifting feeding mode: the heights of the feed 
trough, feed box and motor components can be 
adjusted with supports or suspension systems. 
Compared with feeding on the ground, it has a 
better effect on improving feeding uniformity 
and reducing stress.

●The thickness of the feed in the feed trough●The thickness of the feed in the feed trough 
can be adjusted by adjusting the feeding plate 
of the hopper to meet the needs of chickens of 
different breeds and different ages

●Corner components: hot galvanizing 
treatment, high anti-rust ability;
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